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“The Lucifer Rebellion”
&

“The Essence of the Dark
Forces”
These essays are presented for their value to anyone who cares about the future as
humanity prepares to make the greatest shift in consciousness and existence ever.
We cover a wide range of topics including social-values research, “future-views”,
the world situation, and advanced spiritual perspectives.

“GLOBAL AWAKENING means individuals and
communities becoming aware of and embracing their
true nature – one of interconnectedness, service, and
spirituality, as we express extraordinary dimensions of
our larger being. “
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The Lucifer Rebellion
by John Crawford
Preface
Darkness can also be defined as when a being is separated from God or from Source. It does
not have full access to the energy that the Divine is supplying to the soul itself. When a being
does not have that full access it strives to receive or get that energy from some other source.
This is often from other beings that have souls and/or from other beings within the structure
that it inhabits. When it does that it is causing a greater separation from source and allowing
darkness to be within it or a cloud or a veil from source.
Darkness or the term darkness is more a description of a symptom than a diagnosis. If a being
is separated from source it means that it is not receiving all of the light that is it’s by right. The
absence of that light from creator source is what we describe as darkness or the lack of light
from Source or from God.
Since the initial impulse that led to the growth of a “dark force” originated in the primary
creation process, one could simply say that there are two types of “Light” – a “false Light” (the
dark) and the “true Light” of original Source Creation.

Darkness and the Lucifer Rebellion or the Light Rebellion
The Lucifer Rebellion is, was, has always been that a being, any being believes in or places a
god before the One God. They believe that it is possible to exist without the Light from their
source therefore it is “The Light Rebellion” or “The Lucifer Rebellion”. They do not understand
that it is necessary to be connected to Source to have Light to exist at all and they place
another god before The One God. That other god is their own self. They believe that they have
the ability to create Light without being connected to the source. From this comes the
confusion, the misunderstanding and the desire to have Light and the attempting to grasp light
from any available source as they have cut themselves off or reduced the amount of light from
their one source or the source that created them.
In the Lucifer Rebellion, Lucifer or Light has been personified as a being outside of ourselves
because of our inability to accept responsibility for our actions of denying Source or from
separating ourselves from source. In truth Lucifer is not an ensouled being as we have
personified him/it. It is our own personification or projection of our rejection of source. There
have been beings in the past that have taken on the role of Lucifer or seen themselves as
Lucifer because of the depth of their rebellion. The most notable of which are some of the
demons (or soulless ones) that once existed or from others that had so completely denied
source that they were almost completely cut off from source and only had light by feeding off
of other beings, other souls.
To understand and to free ourselves from this we must take on the responsibilities for
ourselves and the responsibility for our separating ourselves from source. It is understood that
we have been in the grip of forces or powers very, very powerful that tricked us and caused us
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to believe that we were separated from source. But, we cannot lay all of the blame on them if
we are to truly be free. We must take the responsibility for our separations unto ourselves so
that we can take the responsibility of connecting to source for ourselves.

Ramifications of the “Lucifer Rebellion” Now
The “Lucifer Rebellion” has been an ongoing problem in most if not all Creation Structures.
The Structure that we are in has been one of the most difficult and far ranging ‘problem’ that
has existed. It is because of this that we are in the greatest process of restructuring that has
ever occurred since the beginning of ‘The Creation Process’. We were separated from source
partially by our own decisions and actions but primarily because of the actions of beings of a
grand scale that bought into the belief that they could separate themselves from Source and
become a source unto themselves. Because they separated themselves from source they
reduced the Light or energy of existence that flows from Source. Lacking this Light they began
to find other ways to gain Light. The easiest way was to
find other beings and systematically drain their energy
Notes On The Lucifer Rebellion
or Light. In doing this they began the process whereby
In order to have a discussion about the
the enslaved beings had less Light with which to exist
Lucifer Rebellion it is first necessary to
and they began to lose their full connection to Source
define
a few words that are used.
and Light. Having this reduced energy they began to
see themselves as separate from Source or God. This
Darkness: Separation from God or from
was the “Lucifer Rebellion” born on a grand scale.
Source. The absence of Light, specifically the
The vast majority of these grand beings that started or
participated in the grand Lucifer Rebellion in this sector
have been dealt with; with and sometimes without their
cooperation. What this has left behind is a host of
beings that they had converted and recreated in a lesser
image of themselves. These beings have been so
depleted of Light that they have little connection to
Source and to the Light that flows from it. Lacking this
they see themselves as separate and lacking in Light.
They have so lost the connection that the only way that
they see to obtain light is to drain it from other ensouled
beings.
These beings do not know how to reconnect to source
and are still causing great difficulty in the world and
sector around us. So far, plans to bring them back into
the Light have failed. With the greater beings, they still
remembered their original connection to Source and
were willing to again go back into the Light. With the
lesser beings, they have been so cut off and separated
from source that they do not remember this connection
and to them surrender looks like death.

light that comes from the direct connection
to the source or more specifically; the
connection to God. Also termed “false Light”.
Light: The Energy or Light that comes from
Source or God. That which nourishes and
sustains us. The direct connection that we
have with our Source or God. Also termed
“true Light”
Filaments: The Light cords that flow from
our Over Soul through all of our aspects.
Aspects: The light bodies we have that exist
above and below our conscious aspect or
body on the third dimension.
Source: The Greater Creator Being that
created particular beings and is ultimately
thus their source or origin.
The Divine: The Creator in all of its aspects.
Holy breath, divine feminine, divine
masculine, Holy Spirit, mother earth, father
sky the creator of all.

This can be said of many on the Earth at this time. We have been so cut off from source that
to surrender to that connection can look like death to us. Our separation has not been as great
or as grave as the one that the ‘Dark’ beings have been suffering through, but it can be just as
traumatic for us to surrender ourselves to the process of the return to Light. It is because of
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this that the plans for returning us to Light have been so difficult and in many incidences
failed. When looking at our light bodies and light filaments it can be seen that our core
essence or filament has been so drained that the light within it is but a small trickle compared
to what it should be. This brings up the problem of returning the light to the Light Body and
Filament. To just return that light would be extremely traumatic to the individual. This is true
of the best connected of us. To the ones that have been drained to almost non existence the
change would be overwhelming and they would not be able to survive the change much less
welcome it.
Coming back to the ‘Dark’ beings. Most of these were light warriors of very high order that
came in to this sector to return it to Light. They were overwhelmed and remade into dark
beings by the greater beings that participated in the ‘Grand Lucifer Rebellion’ of this sector.
They were made servants to provide Light by taking it from lesser beings and transferring
most of the energy to the fallen ones. Now that the fallen ones are gone it is just that these
‘Dark’ beings be returned to the light as well. They must be included in the plans and
processes of the return to light by all of the ensouled beings.
These two problems, how to return light to the depleted souls and how to return the ‘dark’
ones back to the light has been the greatest stumbling block to all of the plans to completely
return this sector to Light. This includes the current plan. This plan has the greatest
possibilities of success but it has to be implemented in such a way so as to not destroy many
of those we wish to save.
~~~
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The Ultimate Hubris:

Essence of the Dark Forces
By Alex Kochkin
Hidden at the core of the most terrible of falsehoods is the deliberate separation of connection to
original Creator/true Source. On Earth falsehood masquerades as truth and even adopts the
verbiage and symbolism of peace, love, Christ, global awakening, oneness, Jesus, etc. A few very
clever representatives of the dark forces will even acknowledge much of the situation. Ultimately, it
is about the dark (and its human representatives) as intermediaries to connection with Source.
Projected far enough into the future, no one will even remember there was any Creator other than
the false ones.
This article is an attempt to concisely explain the basis for the dark forces and to explain their core
patterning. Following this article are two additional articles that explain some of this from a
different perspective. One from esoteric researcher and mathematician, Charles Muses and another
by John Crane that also serves to introduce Muses’ work.

There is a vital and mysterious partnership between original Source Creator and the Great
Unmanifest. This could be regarded as a very high level counterpart to the concept of Divine
Mother and Divine Father principles. Rather than rely upon the sacred relationship that
original Creator/Source has with the great Unmanifest, a “notion” was expressed at a very high
level of Creator Beings to encapsulate the totality of the creation process into a new “whole
separateness”. This new separateness eventually grew to challenge creation and sought to take
control over the energies of existing creation.
Somewhere in the process of original Creation (original Source, etc.) there was an outward
projection of the “notion” of giving birth to a possible high level co-Creator. In this process, a
“flaw” occurred, how exactly this came to be, we cannot say in any meaningful way. One
could be generous and simply say that some “wires got crossed”. Perhaps this occurred in the
process of trying to separate or project out a portion of “Its-Self” – like a type of mitosis -- so
that it could experience more of Itself from a new and unique perspective and more.
Somehow in this process there came to be the “notion” that the entirety of the creation process
could be encapsulated and controlled from within this new creation entity.
It was this that gave rise to what we term the “dark forces”, a distortion of the creation process
that implicitly and explicitly carried within it an impetus to identify itself as the center of
creation. Implicitly and explicitly it was separate from and even opposed to Original Creation.
This was especially so since Original Creation or true Source sought to “recall” and “correct” its
mis-creation. As a high level Creation Being, this new dark force “thought” gave rise to rapid
process of projecting out an entire creation hierarchy to implement its initial impulse – and
continued to develop variations on this theme.
While the mistake was recognized as such, and the initial beings involved ceased their creation
process, the damage had been done as something was set loose that only now is being
corrected, cleared and Creation gradually being inoculated against this from arising again.
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However since the creation process has holographic-fractal-like qualities, the basic impulses
were conveyed to myriad worlds and levels of existence, and a fallen sector of creation began
to consolidate these tendencies – and Earth is in that sector. At the simple 3-d human level,
this resulted in a severe infection of the basic “operating system” of most humans and became
like an out-of-control cancer.
One hallmark is that the Dark promotes itself as the center of creation and thus translates itself
directly to the primacy of the individual, individuality, freedom of the individual, and emphasis
on serving self. This then gets reflected back to the dark source by a collective of individuals
who, in the case of humanity, then extol the primacy of humanity over all life on earth and
eventually tries to project itself to the stars with itself and its representatives as central.
Eventually those living under its dominance lose all memory of true Source or Original
Creation and even lose their “call home” internal “locator beacon”. Eventually all that is known
is the false creation of the Dark. This pattern is at the root of the distortions of much of
contemporary society as well as embedded in the new age/integral culture tendencies that are
dominate most of the “alternative” spectrum.
The concern and regard of Creator for the situation in the fallen realms has been such that
with much persistence, it became possible to reconnect with those residing on Earth and in
similar situations. The transformational process described in this issue is one measure in
correcting the situation that developed here over such a long period of time. (These topics are
explored further in Part Five of this issue on “Origins”.)
This also applies to the notion of 7 billion people “creating their own reality”. That is where the
dark nature of this can be seen more clearly. The perspective of the false light often makes
popular sounding appeals for new converts by advocating individual freedom from oppression
(on Earth) and advocating that everyone is equal to “god” or is a mini-god in their own right.
Ascension , oneness, global awakening, world peace, Christ consciousness, etc., all are fair
game for the dark as they co-opt and turn everything they can to their advantage. The goal of
course is to win “votes” and converts to false creation. This is a false reality where everyone is
“free”. The catch is they are ultimately dead-ended by a vast control matrix that siphons off
their energy. This is the dark control matrix.
One key to understanding this is that it is presented as individuals as sacred, individuals as
central, individuals in separation from the light of True Creation. Separate from direct knowing
and re-connection to their true Source.
Amidst all this is another falsehood, that of voluntarism, which misleads people into thinking
the individual can triumph with enough effort. Further extended to humanity, this leads to a
greater hubris and falsehood that on its own humanity can solve its problems and eventually
reach the stars and beyond. The mixture of miasms that define the parameters of social beliefs
and ideas serves one purpose only: to reinforce the prison of illusion used by “the powers that
be” as a key social control mechanism.
Certain forces would like nothing better than a planet of 7 billion inhabitants worshipping false
gods and false creation and all the while celebrating how free they are. Such an environment
could even be relatively free of pollution and everyone would be “happy”. Devoid of
connection to original Source of creation, true Creation, people would be participating, happily,
of course, in re-building new prisons within prisons that they would happily maintain. This is
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an important goal of the powers that be (TPTB) and an outcome of its ongoing twisted social
meme-engineering.
Liberation of the spiritual beings who are presently overly self-identified as humanity involves
a major sorting out and that implies major bifurcations and different vibrational reality
streams. Out of these bifurcations, the experiment of humanity may develop a durable stream
that continues on to give birth to a new stage of evolution that can set the adventure of spirit
and matter on a new course. Evidence for this is here on earth now.
The breakdown of human society based on fear, arrogance, and collective self-centeredness
over countless generations and the breakdown of the manipulations by dark forces on earth
and in higher dimensions, will make it easier for more people to open to a new way of being.
As humanity discovers that creating a new reality can only be done through humility and
gratitude in concert with the ultimate “higher power” – that being original Creator – it will then
come into its true power as spiritual beings. This will also mark the return to true Oneness.
~~~

“Voluntarism”
(Not to be confused with volunteering)
Based on the false concept of the “triumph” of the individual in overcoming
adversity, many people assume that only if enough people focus their efforts, then
x-y-z problems can be solved in today’s world. However, the legacy from the old
paradigm/control matrix is unusable and potentially dangerous to adopt by wellintentioned social-progressive reformers.
Voluntarism, extended and applied fully to humanity, is a form of collective selfcenteredness and arrogance. It misinforms humans that they do not need to
develop and rely upon connection to God/original Source in order to create and
therefore thrive as spiritual beings. At a base level, human tend equate thriving
with genetic procreation and material well-being. In the absence of awakened
spiritual consciousness and a conscious partnership with original Creator and
higher self, it is not possible to “create ones own reality” and thus today it is a
dangerous illusion promoted by the dark forces.
Thus voluntarism becomes another form of separation - humans connected to
humans (thinking they are all in a community of “togetherness”) and arrogantly
thinking they do not need conscious connection to God/Source --“we will reach the
stars and touch the face of God” --through sheer will and material effort.
This is why first and foremost must we reminder that we are spiritual beings and
that we must first connect and listen to our higher nature and guidance.
We can create a new reality, but only through reconnection with original Source
and higher self. To do otherwise is profound hubris.
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Public Online Forum
Bringing Together Awakened Community

Home page: http://www.newearthsummit.org
Main forum page: http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/
A forum that is free of advertisements and includes various thematic boards including:







Special Articles to Consider

Awakened Conscious Community

Health and Harmony

Predictions of Future Events

General Discussion

Books, videos, and music - Member reviews

Spirituality, Transformation, and Ascension
Dreams and Visions and Future Viewing
World and National Events
Changes in Planetary and Space Environments
Sites of Special Interest – Weblinks

Contributors can submit material to posting. At present we have limited new posts and
have been mainly tracking significant news and information about the changing human
and planetary environment. Anyone can read what is posted. Submit material for posting
by e-mail to: newearth@newearthsummit.org .

~~~
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